The American Journal of Physiology-Gastrointestinal and Liver Physiology reports the rapid changes taking place in gastrointestinal and liver research. Exciting new developments in the basic concepts of cell and organ function and new approaches in cell and molecular biology are reported while maintaining the traditional focus on physiology.

The journal's broad scope includes comprehensive coverage of normal and abnormal functions of the gastrointestinal tract, liver, pancreas, gallbladder, and salivary glands. Special features include subject table of contents and theme articles featuring concise, insightful perspectives.

With so many rapid changes taking place in the field, a subscription to AJP-Gastrointestinal and Liver Physiology is a must for all serious researchers in this area.

Authors are required to submit papers online at www.apscentral.org.

For Further Information, Contact:
The American Physiological Society
9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20814-3991 (USA)
Tel: 301-634-7180, Fax: 301-634-7418
E-mail: subscriptions@the-aps.org, Web: www.the-aps.org
The American Physiological Society has changed the mail dates for the print journals effective January 2007.

In order to synchronize the issue month with the mail date, the journals will now mail within the month of issue.

Beginning January 2007, the January print issue of the APS journal you subscribe to will mail in January, rather than in the last two weeks of December, as it did in 2006. The online version will be posted the first week of January instead of mid-December as it did previously.

You will experience receiving the journals later than usual, but we want to assure you that you will receive them within the month of issue.

Should you need assistance, please contact Customer Service at: subscriptions@the-aps.org or 301-634-7180, Monday – Friday, 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. EST.

Thank you for subscribing.
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

for the Editorship of the

American Journal of Physiology-Cell Physiology

Nominations are invited for the Editorship of the *American Journal of Physiology-Cell Physiology* to succeed D. Brown, who will complete his term as Editor on June 30, 2008. The Publications Committee plans to interview candidates in the Fall of 2007.

Applications should be received before **August 15, 2007**.

Nominations, accompanied by a curriculum vitae, should be sent to the Chair of the Publications Committee:

Kim E. Barrett, Ph.D.
APS
9650 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20814-3991

---

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

for the Editorship of the

Journal of Neurophysiology

Nominations are invited for the Editorship of the *Journal of Neurophysiology* to succeed E. Marder, who will complete her term as Editor on June 30, 2008. The Publications Committee plans to interview candidates in the Fall of 2007.

Applications should be received before **August 15, 2007**.

Nominations, accompanied by a curriculum vitae, should be sent to the Chair of the Publications Committee:

Kim E. Barrett, Ph.D.
Department of Medicine
University of California, San Diego
San Diego, CA 92103-8414
Abbreviations

Listed are abbreviations and their definitions. These may be used without definition in the APS Journals. See Information for Authors (www.the-aps.org/publications/journals/pub_quick.htm) for other abbreviations, symbols, and terminology.
Gastrointestinal RESPONSE TO INJURY – CANADA 2007

October 3-6, 2007
Fairmont Le Chateau Montebello
Montebello, Québec, Canada

Hotel Reservation Deadline:
September 7, 2007
Registration Deadline:
September 21, 2007

Conference Organizers
Jonathan D. Kaunitz, MD
UCLA School of Medicine
Marshall H. Montrose, PhD
University of Cincinnati

Register now for this conference that spans basic and clinical science and learn the latest about GI mucosal injury, pathogenesis and prevention.

- Explore factors regulating GI response to injury, agents and mechanisms of GI injury, and manifestations of gut injury and the potential to modulate disease outcomes.
- Attend state-of-the-art sessions that cover the latest information on mucosal barrier, gut inflammation and oxidative stress, IBD, eosinophilic esophagitis and celiac disease.
- Share research and gain valuable feedback from the distinguished faculty and your peers by participating in an interactive poster session.
- Benefit from the meeting’s dynamic format and beautiful, yet secluded location, which promotes maximum interaction with the expert faculty.

For more information and to register, visit www.gastro.org/GIRI or contact AGA Member Services at 301-941-2651 or member@gastro.org to request a registration form.

PRE-CONFERENCE SYMPOSIA
October 3, 2007

Microbes and Mucosal Immunity

Organizing Committee:
Peter B. Ernst DVM, PhD, Sheila E. Crowe MD, FRCP, AGAF and Brian K. Reuter PhD

GI trainees, research fellows and students interested in pursuing careers in GI research should attend this one-day overview as part of an introductory course to learn more about the impact of digestive diseases on society, the basic principles of GI research and current investigative tools. This overview is integrated with the GI Response to Injury conference that will highlight exciting, current and emerging research on a broad spectrum of topics. For more details, visit www.uva-mmi.org.

AGA Institute – JAAGUAR Young Investigators Forum

Chairs: Jonathan D. Kaunitz, MD and Yvette Taché, PhD

The AGA Institute - Japanese-American Association of Gastrointestinal and Ulcer-Acid Researchers (JAAGUAR) Young Investigators Forum will focus on advancing the careers of young Japanese investigators who have worked in, or hope to work in North American laboratories. The seminar will feature two keynote speakers and presentations by fellows and by postdoctoral scholars in a supportive, mentoring environment. Interactions developed during the seminar will generate contacts and new research directions.
PAST THEMES

**Taste Receptors in the Gastrointestinal Tract**

- Aug. 2006  Bitter taste receptors and α-gustducin in the mammalian gut  E. Rozengurt
- Nov. 2006  L-Amino acid-sensing by calcium-sensing receptors: implications for GI physiology  A. Conigrave and E. M. Brown
- Dec. 2006  Salty and sour taste: sensing of sodium and protons by the tongue  J. DeSimone and V. Lyall
- Feb. 2007  Functional implications of bitter taste receptors in gastrointestinal chemosensing  C. Sternini
- Mar. 2007  Acid sensing in the GI tract  P. Holzer

**Differentiation of the Gastric Mucosa**

- Oct. 2006  Role of histamine in control of gastric mucosal integrity of oxyntic mucosa: understanding gastric physiology through disruption of targeted genes  D. Chen, T. Aihara, C.-M. Zhao, R. Hakanson, and S. Okabe
- Nov. 2006  Role of gastrin in gastric epithelial cell proliferation and maturation  R. Jain and L. Samuelson
- Dec. 2006  Animal models of oxyntic atrophy and metaplasia  J. R. Goldenring and S. Nomura
- Jan. 2007  Role of trefoil peptides and IL-6 cytokine family signaling in gastric homeostasis  A. S. Giraud, C. Jackson, T. R. Menheniott, and L. M. Judd

**CURRENT THEMES**

**TLRs in the Gut**

- Jan. 2007  Role of TLRs/Nods in intestinal development and homeostasis  I. R. Sanderson and W. A. Walker
- Mar. 2007  Immune responses to flagellin in Crohn’s disease: good, bad, or irrelevant  A. T. Gewirtz
- Jun. 2007  Negative regulation of toll-like receptors and intestinal homeostasis: addition by subtraction  O. Shibolet and D. Podolsky

**Regulation of Triglyceride Metabolism**

- Apr. 2007  Eukaryotic neutral lipid synthesis: “Many ways to skin ACAT or a DGAT”  A. Turkish and S. L. Sturley